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Executive Summary
It’s not news that many business executives would prefer
to challenge environmental laws in court than comply
with them. But corporations have increasingly begun to
resurrect the legal strategy of expanding the concept of
corporate personhood to argue that local, state, or federal
environmental laws violate their constitutional rights.
This trend isn’t totally new, but it has accelerated since
the Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United v. FEC decision.
Consider just a few examples:
||When two state attorneys general started investigating

whether ExxonMobil had committed fraud by publicly
denying what it knew about climate change, ExxonMobil
sued to stop the investigations.
||In St. Louis, Missouri, coal interests challenged a popular

local ballot initiative to eliminate municipal tax breaks and
other subsidies from fossil fuel companies.
||In Vermont, multinational corporations have repeatedly

challenged consumer labeling laws that require companies
to disclose recombinant hormones in milk, mercury in light
bulbs, and food containing genetically modified ingredients.
||In Seattle, Washington, “yellow pages” companies

challenged a waste-prevention measure that would have
saved the city hundreds of thousands of dollars in fees to
recycle unwanted and unneeded yellow pages books that
were still being dropped on residents’ doorsteps well into
the Internet era.
||In Kaua‘i, Hawai‘i, multinational seed companies

challenged an agricultural management ordinance that
required buffer zones around plots farmed with substantial
quantities of genetically engineered crops or heavy
application of pesticides.
These seemingly unrelated cases are connected by a common
thread: each of these cases were brought by corporations
alleging their constitutional rights were violated by these
laws and regulations. Of course, not all of these claims
succeed. But many do. For example, in Missouri, a local judge
blocked the St. Louis initiative from even appearing on the
ballot, citing Citizens United and opining that the initiative
would unconstitutionally “discriminate” against fossil fuel
corporations and their major business partners in violation
of the Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause. And federal
courts invoked the grand principles of freedom of speech to
strike down the Seattle waste-reduction ordinance, and the
Vermont milk labeling requirements.

Until recently, these types of claims would have been
considered fringe legal theories. Over the past few decades,
however, business has launched a targeted, well-financed
assault on laws protecting the public interest aimed at
stretching constitutional protections to provide regulatory
escape hatches for ordinary commercial corporations. Often,
the targets of this assault are commonsense environmental
measures supported by broad popular majorities, and
the corporations claiming constitutional protections from
these laws are giant multinationals. Though this corporate
constitutional litigation strategy does not always prevail,
arguments like these no longer occupy the radical fringe. As
the arguments are made more and more often, they become
part of the legal mainstream.
This new corporate assault has centered on an expanded
interpretation and application of the First Amendment’s
protection of free speech and the Fourteenth Amendment’s
guarantee of equal protection. These claims present some of
the most egregious mis-readings of the purpose and origins
of these constitutional protections; however, attempts to
expand corporate protections have also been raised in the
context of what’s known as the “Dormant Commerce Clause,”
and with respect to the Fourth Amendment protection
against unreasonable searches in a few cases concerning
environmental and safety inspections. As this report makes
clear, one of the key dangers of this corporate campaign
misusing the Constitution is the chilling effect it has on state
and local officials concerned about costly litigation, but
another key aspect of it is normalizing legal arguments that
once would have been considered beyond the pale.
Yet many supporters of environmental protection aren’t
even aware of this dangerous trend in corporate litigation
strategy. To be sure, most environmentalists understand
how corporations manipulate the political and regulatory
processes through political spending, lobbying, revolving
doors, and regulatory “capture.” But the environmental
movement is only beginning to understand how corporations
are now exploiting the judicial process, treating the courts
as a new front in weakening environmental protections after
laws have been passed, regulations have been promulgated,
and public attention has moved on to other matters. This
report focuses primarily on how “corporate constitutional
rights” doctrines endanger much-needed environmental
protections, and how we can fight back.1
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Introduction
The complex environmental challenges of our time require
collective action, which in a democracy we express through
law. But some companies’ business models depend on
environmentally unsustainable practices, and it’s unsurprising
that many of them oppose laws that curb environmental
abuses when profits are at stake. Many environmental activists
are already aware of corporate money’s detrimental effect on
the electoral process. As demonstrated by Greenpeace’s 2014
report, “The Kingpins of Carbon and Their War on Democracy,”
oil and gas executives, with the aid of lax campaign finance
law, have used their vast financial resources to logjam the
lawmaking process and undermine attempts at serious
environmental policy reform.2

Exxon filed a counter-suit claiming, among other things,
that the attorneys general were violating its First, Fourth,
and Fourteenth amendment rights simply by investigating
potential fraud.6

But even when corporate opposition fails to block a law through
the political process, corporations fighting environmental laws
can get a second bite at the apple in the courts.

Exxon’s counter-suit claimed the attorneys general
investigations on consumer and securities fraud violated
its First Amendment rights.7 Specifically, Exxon alleged that
the attorneys general were targeting only one side of the
political debate, thus having a chilling effect on Exxon’s “free
speech” rights. Exxon continues to cast its funding of climate
misinformation as well as its own conflicting statements
about the science of climate change as an issue of free
speech, without acknowledging that the First Amendment
provides no refuge from either the long-standing legal
restrictions on misleading investors at the federal and state
levels or consumer protection laws.

ExxonMobil (“Exxon”) presents the most recent and clear case
of a corporation using the courts to undermine attempts at
environmental reform. In 2015 and 2016, Exxon came under
investigation by the attorneys general of Massachusetts and
New York for potential consumer and securities fraud.3 There
is evidence that Exxon ran campaigns casting doubt on the
science of global warming, despite having long-standing
scientific evidence that global warming is real and escalated
by burning fossil fuels.4 The evidence showed Exxon had
data proving global warming existed, yet still spent over
$30 million promoting the denial of global warming for its
own economic benefit.5 In response to this investigation,

Ironically, Exxon’s shareholders increasingly see a clear-eyed
assessment and strategy for addressing the financial risks
presented by shifting market dynamics—brought on by a
combination of technological advances, climate impacts,
and the transition to a lower carbon economy—as critical
to the company’s value proposition.8 Even though Exxon
launched a full court press against a shareholder resolution
calling for scenario analysis of how the company’s portfolio
would fare in a low carbon future, investors overwhelmingly
supported the proposal by voting 62% of shares in its favor.9
Exxon’s legal and proxy battles are increasingly becoming a
liability for the company, but given the company’s history and

WHAT MAKES THE CONSTITUTION SO SPECIAL?
Often, corporate challenges to environmental laws are based
on statutory law. For example, a power plant trade group
might claim that a certain type of greenhouse gas limit is not
allowed under the terms of the federal Clean Air Act.11 This
type of litigation, while frustrating, is not inherently antidemocratic; Congress specifically authorized environmental
activists, states, and—yes—companies to file these types of
lawsuits. In fact, this type of corporate litigation is the mirror
image of the (often successful) lawsuits that environmental
activists have often filed when the Environmental Protection
Agency or other agencies have failed to implement the Clean

Air Act, Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act, and other
crown jewels of our environmental law. And if the court gets
it wrong, Congress (at least in theory) can fix the problem by
amending the law.
The problem addressed in this report occurs when a
corporation claims not that an environmental protection is
inconsistent with a democratically-passed law, but rather
when a corporation claims that a democratically-passed law
violates the Constitution.12
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aggressive legal posturing in opposing the investigations of
the attorneys general, environmentalists should keep a close
watch on these claims.
This report examines this judicial “second front” of the
corporate attack on environmental law. It begins by
explaining the history of corporate constitutional rights
claims—what they entail, how they were viewed throughout
America’s past, and how they have gained a foothold over the
last few decades. It shows that these newfound constitutional
interpretations are at odds with the very definition of a
“corporation,” are diametrically opposed to the Founders’
intentions, and did not exist before corporate leaders
launched a concerted effort to create them. The report shows
how corporate constitutional claims rose in the nineteenth
century, were defeated in the early twentieth, and have risen
again in recent years.
Next, this report lays out how this new corporate campaign
developed, and discusses key faux-constitutional arguments
that corporations have advanced in order to undermine
environmental protection. These courtroom developments
may garner less press than the politics of Congressional
gridlock, but in many ways the dangers they present are
more pressing. If an environmental bill fails to pass Congress
because of industry opposition, the defeat is temporary; the
measure can be revived in the future. But if a court rules that

a law is unconstitutional, the defeat creates legal precedent.
And precedent, no matter how irresponsible, is not easily
undone. These court cases that target environmental law
have another, often unseen, consequence. Whether the
corporation prevailed or not, these cases make legislators and
policymakers think twice before passing environmental laws.
Legislatures are hesitant to pass legislation that they fear will
embroil them in costly litigation. Considering how relentless
the industry’s well-financed attack on environmental law has
been, supporters of environmental protection would be wise
to pay attention to these developments and take actions to
counter them.10
Finally, this report provides practical advice and tools for
challenging this new corporate campaign when it comes to
your community.
The report concludes by detailing what action needs to
be taken and how you can help. The fight against the new
corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution will not
be easy. But if we are to meet tomorrow’s environmental
challenges, it will not be enough to mobilize voters and
pass laws if courts continue to strike down those laws under
dubious constitutional theories. We need to roll back the
corporate constitutional assault on environmental law. Our
planet’s future hangs in the balance.
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Part 1: How Did We Get Here?
What is a Corporation?
“What is a corporation?” seems like an obvious question. But
the answer is more technical than we might expect. From a
legal perspective, the essential feature of a corporation is that
it is a distinct legal entity, legally separate from the people
who invest in it or work for it.
Corporations do not exist naturally. Rather, the new legal entity
must be created by an act of state government (or in rare cases
Congress) that creates a corporate charter. Unlike human
beings, whom the Declaration of Independence affirms are
“endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,”13
corporations are created by state governments, and given
charters that specify their powers and rights. Thus, corporations
are not, as some suggest, mere “associations of people,” nor are
they a “product of private contract.”14 And unlike other private
associations and ways of doing business, people cannot form
or operate corporations without state laws authorizing their
formation and defining rules for their operation.

The corporate “personhood” established under
state corporate laws is not inherently objectionable.
Democratically elected state legislatures create
corporations and define the corporation’s powers. Nor
is there a problem when legislatures choose, in writing
modern environmental statutes such as the Clean Water
Act or the Clean Air Act, to define the term “person” to
include corporations (as well as states, municipalities,
and other entities).15 Including corporations or other
entities within the definition of person for a particular
statutory regime is a common tool for allowing ease
of reference to a broader category of entities. That’s
a shorthand so that other parts of those statutes can
be written more simply. For example, the Clean Water
Act’s enforcement section refers over fifty times to a
“person” who violates the Act, using the shorthand
from the overarching definitions section to ensure that
prohibitions and liabilities are extended to corporations
in other sections without needless repetition.16 This
statutory inclusion of corporations in the definition of
“person” in laws passed by the democratically elected
Congress, is entirely different from the expansion of the
concept of corporate personhood created by federal
courts to confer constitutional rights on corporations,
and is not the subject of this report.

The corporate form, as defined in virtually all states’ laws,
provides those who choose to use it with special privileges
that prove immensely useful to the development of profitable
business enterprises. The most fundamental of these
privileges is that the corporation is treated for many purposes
as a separate, artificial legal “person,” with the ability to sue
and be sued, buy and sell property, and make contracts in its
own name, rather than those of its owners.
Beyond these basics, a crucial advantage of the corporate
form is limited shareholder liability, which guarantees that
a corporation’s investors can only lose as much money as
they put in and can’t be held accountable for further debt or
losses by the company. Another state-conferred advantage
is perpetual life, which allows a corporation to exist as a
continuous entity across generations, even after all the
individuals who created it are long gone.
Nothing requires states to confer these benefits on
corporations. A state could limit the corporate “lifespan” to
twenty years (as was once common in America),17 or it could
outright eliminate the corporate form from its laws. Similarly,
no entrepreneur is required to incorporate; people can start
and run businesses without government permission. But the
corporate form has been incredibly effective at amassing
capital and investment, encouraging risk, and enabling the
long-term organization and operation of business enterprises.
It has been so effective, in fact, that we often forget what
corporations are in the first place: policy tools, implemented
by state governments to advance economic interests. And,
more dangerously, we forget what they are not: natural
creatures, with features and purposes outside of those
assigned to them by law.

WHAT MAKES THE
CONSTITUTION SO SPECIAL?
Nonprofit organizations of all stripes, including
charitable, civic, educational, advocacy, and religious
organizations, can also be corporations. Obviously, there
is no wave of legal attack on environmental laws on
behalf of nonprofits.18 A full discussion of nonprofits and
constitutional rights is beyond the scope of this report.
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The Origins of Corporate
Constitutional Personhood
“We, the People”: The Founding
Our constitutional rights mark off the areas of our lives that we
have deemed too fundamental to our liberty to be controlled
by the government. How, then, did we get to a point where
corporations—which only exist because of the laws that
define them—could claim access to those same fundamental
protections? Where does the Constitution state that “We, the
People” includes corporate legal entities? It doesn’t.
There are many ways to interpret the Constitution. When
interpreting the Constitution, lawyers use several tools,
including text, structure, judicial precedent, and history. One
tool that is often helpful is the original understanding of the
public that debated and ratified the constitutional provision
in question. There’s no evidence that the Founding-era public
understood that the Constitution would permit corporations
to skirt laws by claiming these basic human rights. At the time
of the Constitutional Convention in 1787, corporations were
very rare—the entire nation counted only twenty business
corporations when the Framers convened in Philadelphia.
During the Republic’s early days, state legislatures issued
corporate charters to serve the public interest by facilitating
the development of roads, dams, bridges, and other public
goods. To protect against corporate overreaching, state
charters firmly restricted the activities in which corporations
could engage and the durations of their existence.19 The
drafters of our Constitution and Bill of Rights couldn’t
have been more clear how they felt about corporations. As
James Madison—the “Father of the Constitution”—put it,
“incorporated Companies with proper limitations and guards,
may in particular cases, be useful; but they are at best a
necessary evil only.”20 Thomas Jefferson expressed more
bluntly his desire to “crush in its birth the aristocracy of our
monied corporations which dare already to challenge our
government to a trial of strength.”21
The Supreme Court understood corporations as artificial legal
entities, with only the legal rights conveyed by their charters.
As the influential Chief Justice John Marshall wrote in 1819,
a corporation is not a person but a “mere creature of law,
[and] it possesses only those properties which the charter
of its creation confers upon it.”22 This decision was not an
outlier. The Court restated this in 1839: “The only rights [a
corporation] can claim are the rights which are given to it in
that character, not the rights which belong to its members
as citizens of a state.”23 These decisions were just reiterating
what had been obvious to America’s founders: Corporations,
as economic creatures of the law, should not have special
human “rights” outside of the law that creates them.

“The Court Does Not Wish to Hear Argument”:
The Birth of Corporate Personhood
The notion of corporate constitutional personhood emerged
in the late nineteenth century Gilded Age, an age of wealth
inequality and business influence in government unparalleled
until today. After the Civil War, the United States passed the
Fourteenth Amendment to guarantee that our founding
promise of equality—and, by extension, dignity and liberty—
extended to all Americans, regardless of skin color. That
amendment’s Equal Protection Clause provides: “No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall… deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”24
Corporations did not wait long to develop a personhood
argument to claim constitutional rights. In the 1886 case of
Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroad Company,
Southern Pacific tried to avoid taxes by claiming it was a
“person” protected by the Equal Protection Clause of the
newly enacted Fourteenth Amendment. The Court sided
with Southern Pacific, but on the grounds of state law, not
the corporation’s claim to personhood. However, before oral
argument, the Chief Justice announced:

The Court does not wish to hear
argument on the question whether
the provision in the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution
which forbids a state to deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws applies
to these corporations. We are all of
the opinion that it does.25
Corporate lawyers, and friendly judges, began citing the
Santa Clara decision and Southern Pacific’s argument to
fabricate new corporate constitutional rights. During the late
19th and early 20th centuries, courts increasingly accepted
business-friendly constitutional arguments and struck down
laws addressing workers’ compensation, child labor, and
work hour limits. This forty-year era is known to lawyers as
the Lochner era, after a 1905 decision that struck down a
state working-hours law as supposedly violating an unwritten
constitutional guarantee of “liberty of contract.”26
The Lochner era crystallized the first rise of a corporate
campaign to misuse the Constitution and acquire fabricated
constitutional rights. By 1938, Justice Black observed that
the Fourteenth Amendment, which “sought to prevent
discrimination by the states against classes or races,” had
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become a tool for corporate challenges: “[O]f the cases
in [the] Court in which the Fourteenth Amendment was
applied during the first fifty years after its adoption, less
than one-half of 1 per cent invoked it in protection of
the negro race, and more than 50 per cent asked that its
benefits be extended to corporations.”27
But the first wave of the Court’s pro-business activism was
already on its way out the door by the time Justice Black wrote
those words. During President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s first term,
the Court repeatedly invalidated New Deal laws. After President
Roosevelt’s landslide re-election, he proposed to address
Court recalcitrance by appointing six additional justices, thus
reducing the influence of the pro-Lochner faction. Just in
time to forestall this outcome—and known thereafter as “the
switch in time that saved nine”—one of the justices switched
sides, and voted to uphold a minimum wage law, beginning
the end of the Lochner way of thinking.28 The legal foundation
of the first corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution
began to show cracks, as in 1949, Justice Douglas, dissenting
in a Fourteenth Amendment case, wrote that “now that the
question is squarely presented, I can only conclude that the
Santa Clara case was wrong, and should be overruled.”29

abolished, but it did fade. By the 1950s, the judiciary returned
to the once-obvious recognition that the Constitution was
not intended to provide a shield against economic and public
health laws. For example, in 1950, the Supreme Court evoked
the rhetoric of Marshall, Jefferson, and Madison in rejecting
corporate privacy rights: “[C]orporations can claim no
equality with individuals. . . they derive the privilege of acting
as artificial entities.”30
Corporate constitutional rights claims were extremely
limited during the postwar era. Justice Douglas, rejecting
a Fourteenth Amendment challenge to an Oklahoma law,
wrote that “[t]he day is gone when this Court uses the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to strike down
state laws, regulatory of business and industrial conditions
because they may be unwise, improvident, or out of harmony
with a particular school of thought.”31
In the years that followed, major public policy initiatives faced
little opposition from corporate “rights” claims that would have
undermined such legislation in the Gilded Age. The Court did
not quite reverse the corporate constitutional rights doctrine,
but it weakened it so far that it became essentially toothless.

Ultimately, the Supreme Court found a way to brush aside
that first corporate campaign without fully renouncing it.
The corporate constitutional rights doctrine was not quite
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Part 2: T
 he New Corporate
Campaign to Misuse
the Constitution
The Corporate Constitutional
Counterattack on New
Environmental Reforms
In the 1970s, inspired by events such as Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring and the first Earth Day, the American people turned
their efforts to the environment. In just a few years, Congress
passed the core pillars of modern environmental law, including
the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Water Act,
the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Wilderness Act, the
Endangered Species Act, and the Safe Water Drinking Act, as
well as the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Corporate leaders, however, were not willing to surrender
power to the democratic process without a fight. Even as
these bold environmental reforms were passed, a new
corporate counterattack was brewing in the backrooms of
America’s largest transnational conglomerates. In 1971, Lewis
Powell—a corporate lawyer who had spent the last decade
helping large cigarette manufacturers bury evidence of
smoking’s grave dangers32 —wrote a memorandum outlining
a new, aggressive strategy for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
a lobbying group representing the powerful business
interests that opposed environmental and other publicinterest reform. Titled “Attack on American Free Enterprise
System,” Powell’s memorandum described how corporate
interests were under “broad attack” from regulators and
the public, and that the nation’s business leaders needed to
launch a “careful long-range” plan with “united action” and
“consistency… over an indefinite period of years” in order to
regain their political power. The crux of his plan was to focus
on the courts where corporations did not need the support
of the public, but just the right judges. “Especially with an
activist-minded Supreme Court,” he wrote, “the judiciary may
be the most important instrument for social, economic and
political change.”33
Had history played out differently, perhaps Powell’s memo
would have been lost to the file room. But just months after
delivering his memorandum advocating pro-corporate
judicial activism, Lewis Powell was appointed by President
Nixon to the Supreme Court. At the time, neither the American
public nor Congress knew of Powell’s memorandum or

the agenda it outlined. Neither Powell nor the Chamber
revealed the memorandum during his background check or
confirmation hearing.
Global cigarette manufacturer Philip Morris Inc., of which
Powell had been a director, held a private farewell dinner
in his honor where the CEO presented him with robes to
wear during his tenure on the Court.34 Donning those robes,
Justice Powell proceeded to author a series of radical
decisions that advanced an expansive view of “corporate
personhood” to revive the corporate constitutional rights
doctrine from its grave. Businesses did their part, filing
incessant legal challenges, all filled with descriptions of
corporations as “persons” and “speakers” with “liberty” and
“rights.” Soon, what was once a fringe opinion from a bygone
era had reentered the mainstream. Having created the
“activist-minded” court system they wanted to see, Justice
Powell and big business ushered in a new era.
The new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution
came to full fruition in Citizens United v. FEC, a 5-4 decision
in which the Supreme Court swept away a century of
precedent to invalidate limits on corporate political
spending. Most public attention focuses on the case’s
implications for money in politics and campaign finance
reform. But equally important is the decision’s wholesale
rejection of any relevant differences between corporations
and human beings under the First Amendment. Describing
for-profit corporations as “associations of citizens,” Justice
Anthony Kennedy’s majority opinion rejected any argument
that constitutional rights should apply any differently
“based on the speaker’s corporate identity.”35
The new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution is
about more than political spending: it is a legal theory for
corporations to seek a judicial second bite at the apple after
lobbying and influence-peddling fail to prevent the democratic
process from enacting laws over corporate objection. To
be sure, corporations do not always win these battles. But
this disturbing trend of corporate constitutional litigation
continues, as industry tests new routes of constitutional
attack. The next part of this report investigates these
strategies and how they endanger environmental reforms.
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The New Corporate First Amendment
Origins of the New Corporate Campaign
to Misuse the Constitution
The words “freedom of speech” most commonly evoke
the image of political, religious, or artistic dissent, such as
a radical thinker boldly expressing her views in the public
square without fear of political persecution. But over the last
forty years, corporations have undertaken what Harvard Law
School professor John C. Coates IV calls a “corporate takeover
of the First Amendment.”36
For most of American history, commercial advertisements and
other business-related communications were not understood as
being within the protection of the First Amendment’s “freedom
of speech.” First Amendment claims by businesses were rare
and did not focus on advertising. The Supreme Court’s first free
speech decision involving a business did not come until 1952,
and it was a challenge by a movie distributor to state censorship
of a Federico Fellini movie as “sacrilegious.”37 Through the early
1970s, only media and artistic businesses—such as newspapers,
radio stations, publishers, and movie distributors—won First
Amendment cases. Ordinary corporations were not understood
to have First Amendment claims to attack consumer disclosure
requirements, rules of the road for commercial advertising, or
prohibitions on corporate entanglements with elections.38

NOT JUST ENVIRONMENTAL CASES
Courts don’t think of environmental cases as a separate
category under the Constitution. Rather, they interpret and
apply broadly written constitutional provisions to a wide
range of circumstances. That means that critical precedent
that can affect environmental matters often comes from
cases having nothing to do with environmental issues. For
example, Virginia Pharmacy involved price advertising for
prescription drugs, but it launched the entire “commercial
speech doctrine.”

The consensus constitutional status of “commercial
speech” was famously stated in the 1942 case of
Valentine v. Chrestensen, which involved a business’s
challenge to a New York City anti-litter ordinance prohibiting
handbill advertisement distribution. The Supreme Court
unanimously agreed that “the Constitution imposes no
[First Amendment] restraint on government as respects
purely commercial advertising.”39

In First Amendment law, the new corporate campaign to
misuse the Constitution began to emerge just a few years after
Justice Powell joined the Court, with a seemingly-innocuous
1976 case called Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia
Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., which for the first time held
that laws affecting only “commercial speech” could be struck
down under the First Amendment.40 That case did not involve
a for-profit corporation, but it set the stage. Two years later, in
an opinion by Justice Powell, the Supreme Court struck down
limits on corporate political spending in state ballot elections,
opening the door to expanded corporate First Amendment
claims and sowing the seeds for Citizens United.41
Since Virginia Pharmacy, we’ve seen a proliferation of
corporate First Amendment claims, and an ever-growing
intermingling of business and politics. From the 1950s to the
1970s, business claims occupied about 20% of the Court’s
First Amendment docket. But since Virginia Pharmacy,
that proportion has doubled. And the Court is siding with
businesses more often. Before 1976, individuals won First
Amendment cases twice as often as businesses. Now,
they win at the same rate. In lower federal courts, too,
“commercial speech” cases have increased steadily.42
This section reviews two types of corporate First
Amendment challenges that are relevant to environmental
concerns: challenges to disclosure, labeling, and reporting
laws, and challenges to advertising restrictions. Sometimes
they win, and sometimes they lose, but the overall trend
is unmistakable; these cases are normalizing the idea that
corporations not only have the same constitutional rights
as individuals, but that their rights trump the public good.

Challenges to Disclosure,
Labeling, and Reporting Laws
Modern environmental law relies heavily on disclosure, labeling,
and reporting requirements. These serve several purposes:
||Enforcement. Much environmental law is based on self-

reporting. For example, the federal Clean Air Act and the
Clean Water Act rely on polluters to report their air and
water emissions to states and EPA so that inspectors can
determine whether the companies are violating emissions
standards in rules or permits. In other cases, EPA issues
specific information requests to particular companies to
gather information on polluting facilities.
||Emergency response preparation. For example, the federal

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and Emergency
Pollution and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) require
companies to provide information that may be essential for
first responders and communities in understanding how to
address releases of hazardous or toxic chemicals.
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||Consumer disclosure. For example, the residential lead

paint provisions of the federal Toxic Substances Control Act
require tenants or homebuyers to be warned of potential
lead hazards. California’s Proposition 65 warns consumers
of products that contain chemicals that can cause cancer
or birth defects.43
||Voluntary reductions. In many cases, disclosure leads to

reductions. When companies are required to disclose toxic
air emissions through EPCRA’s Toxics Release Inventory, or
cancer-causing chemicals in consumer products through
Proposition 65, they often choose to reformulate their
products or processes so as to reduce environmental harms,
increase efficiencies or eliminate reputational risks and other
potential liabilities, and therefore have less to disclose.44
||Information gathering to assist future rulemaking.

Sometimes, a government agency wants to collect
environmental data for the purpose of building a
knowledge base that might support future rulemaking.
For example, in 2008 Congress required EPA to develop
a Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule to develop
data on greenhouse gas emissions that could be (and
ultimately was) used in support of air pollution controls.45
Recently, corporations have been challenging these types of
disclosure, labeling, and reporting requirements as violating
the First Amendment’s “compelled speech” doctrine—the
right not to speak.
The “compelled speech” doctrine derives from cases involving
a marginalized religious minority, Jehovah’s Witnesses. Their
religious precepts mandate that followers not worship any
“earthly emblem,” including the American flag. In the 1930s,
a family of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Pennsylvania objected to
their children being forced to recite the Pledge of Allegiance in
the classroom. Instead of being exempted, the children were
expelled, and their parents’ store was run out of business by a
local boycott. The family sued the school district; ultimately,
the Supreme Court rejected the family’s claim.46
But Jehovah’s Witnesses’ refusal to pledge allegiance became
even more unpopular during World War II, and they became the
targets of thousands of attacks in hundreds of communities.47
Against this background, in 1943, the Court changed course
and prohibited government from compelling these recitations.
As Justice Robert Jackson explained: “If there is any fixed star
in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or
petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox . . . or force citizens
to confess by word or act their faith therein.”48 With those
words, the Court established the First Amendment as a lasting
assurance that minority groups could live and speak—or not
speak—without fear of majority persecution.

This has very little to do with corporate disclosures. But
in recent years, corporations have successfully used the
compelled speech doctrine to challenge a variety of laws with
direct or indirect environmental consequences. To be sure, as
with all corporate constitutional challenges, not all of these
cases have succeeded—but some have, and even those that
fail inject these arguments into the mainstream discussion.
CORPORATE VICTORY: RGBH LABELING FOR MILK
One of the first corporate “compelled speech” victories in
consumer labeling came in the 1996 case of International
Dairy Foods Association v. Amestoy.49 The case involved a
challenge by dairy manufacturers to a Vermont law requiring
labeling of products from growth hormone-treated cows.
The statute, passed in 1994 in response to strong consumer
concern about unnatural chemicals in dairy cows, required all
products created with recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone
(rBGH, also called recombinant bovine somatotropin or rBST)
to be so marked. The labeling requirement was unobtrusive,
and could be satisfied by a small blue dot on the packaging
to inform concerned buyers. Dairy corporations challenged
the law and sought a preliminary injunction blocking its
enforcement. They argued that the requirement constituted
compelled speech, violating their First Amendment rights,
and caused “irreparable harm” to rBGH-using manufacturers.
The federal trial court rejected the challenge, but on appeal,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit sided with
the dairy manufacturers. The court of appeals found that
“[b]ecause the statute at issue requires [manufacturers] to
make an involuntary statement whenever they offer their
products for sale, we find that the statute causes the dairy
manufacturers irreparable harm.” Since the FDA had found
rBGH-derived milk safe, the court ruled—citing Barnette,
the Jehovah’s Witness case—that “the public’s ‘right to
know’” could not require corporations “to speak when they
would rather not.”50 Thus, by elevating a factual label to the
constitutional plane of a forced salute to the flag, and by
disparaging real people’s desire to make informed decisions
as a mere side concern, the decision opened the door for a
flood of corporate “compelled speech” claims.
CORPORATE VICTORY:
CONFLICT MINERALS DISCLOSURE
The National Association of Manufacturers v. SEC lawsuit
shows how corporations can defeat disclosure rules without
even pretending to do it on behalf of shareholders.
In some war-torn parts of Africa, armed warlords control
the mining and trading of minerals such as gold and
tungsten, and the trade in these minerals fuels an ongoing
humanitarian catastrophe.51 As part of the 2010 Dodd-Frank
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Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Congress
ordered the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
which polices publicly-traded corporations, to make those
companies report whether their products contained or used
minerals that could be traced back to armed groups. That
disclosure would help investors and customers understand
which companies trade in conflict minerals. Consumers may
have an obvious and legitimate interest in knowing whether
their purchases fund brutal armed conflict in central Africa;
and, unlike earlier disclosure cases, the conflict-mineral rule
wasn’t even a product labeling law, but merely a disclosure
that corporations had to make accessible on the Internet.
The conflict minerals rule touches on environmental issues in
two ways. Obviously, mines run by warlords and militias are
particularly unlikely to be run according to state-of-the-art
environmental standards. But more broadly, the disclosure rule
is an example of how Congress or the SEC might require publicly
traded corporations to disclose the environmental impacts of
their business, such as the environmental impacts of mineral
extraction or climate-related impacts of business overall.
The National Association of Manufacturers (a trade group
for manufacturing companies) sued the SEC, arguing that
the rule—which was designed to provide these corporations’
own investors with information—violates publicly traded
corporations’ First Amendment right not to speak. At first,
a three-judge panel of the D.C. Circuit agreed. It said that
Congress couldn’t require these companies to disclose
whether their products were “conflict free” because that
would be like compelling a company “to confess blood on its
hands,” and the government could not require commercial
disclosures for any purpose other than preventing consumer
deception.52 Then the en banc (full court) D.C. Circuit issued
its decision in American Meat Institute (discussed below),
which undermined the panel’s ruling. The SEC asked for
another hearing, but the second time around, the court still
insisted on invalidating the conflict minerals rule.53 The SEC
appealed, but the D.C. District Court entered a final judgment
invalidating the conflict minerals rule and the SEC has
announced that it will not pursue enforcement actions.54
CORPORATE DEFEAT:
MERCURY LABELING FOR LIGHT BULBS
In the 1999 case of National Electrical Manufacturers
Association v. Sorrell, corporations manufacturing mercurycontaining light bulbs challenged a state labeling law
requiring their mercury content to be disclosed.55 In contrast
to Amestoy, in which rBGH corporations only prevailed
because hormone-treated milk was found to be just as safe
as untreated milk, mercury-containing light bulbs were
universally seen as harmful. As the district court noted,
“[n]o one disputes mercury is a toxic substance, exposure

to which can result in serious impacts on human health and
the environment.” Despite this observation, however, the
district court misapplied Amestoy, quoting its ruling that a law
requiring corporations “to speak when they would rather not”
results in irreparable harm.56 As a result, the court blocked the
law from going into effect.
The consequences of this ruling could have been dire. It would
be one thing to rule that consumers’ “right to know” alone
was an insufficient justification for a labeling law; it would be
entirely different to rule that consumers’ right to safety from
toxic substances couldn’t justify “forced corporate speech.”
Fortunately, the Second Circuit recognized the district court’s
error and reversed the decision.57 Its ruling reminded us that
“mandating that commercial actors disclose commercial
information ordinarily does not offend the important utilitarian
and individual liberty interests that lie at the heart of the First
Amendment,” and made the obvious point that “[i]nnumerable
federal and state regulatory programs require the disclosure
of product and other commercial information.” To elevate
each of these simple requirements to the highest plane of
First Amendment protection would be “neither wise nor
constitutionally required.”58
PREEMPTED WHILE ON APPEAL: GMO LABELING
Many people are concerned about potential environmental
impacts of GMOs; others are not. Recognizing the ongoing
debate, a Vermont law, passed in 2014 and intended to be
phased in over the following two years, did not attempt to
restrict the production or sale of GMO-containing foods.
But it did require manufacturers to label GMO products as
“produced with genetic engineering” so that consumers could
make their own choices.
In Grocery Manufacturers Association v. Sorrell, an agribusiness
trade group challenged the Vermont law and argued that
corporations were being forced to “speak” against their
will. Citing the National Electricity Manufacturers Association
precedent, the federal court in Vermont dismissed this claim,
noting that there were many “substantial” reasons for Vermont
to mandate the disclosure of GMOs and that inclusion of
truthful information on a product label did not warrant the
most stringent First Amendment protection.62 The agribusiness
lobby then appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit.
The Second Circuit never got the chance to decide the case,
though. In July 2016, Congress passed a federal law requiring
the U.S. Department of Agriculture to establish a “national
bioengineered food disclosure standard,” and explicitly
preempting state laws such as Vermont’s.63 Consequently,
Vermont stopped enforcing its state law and the grocery
manufacturers dropped the appeal.
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WHY EVEN THE CORPORATE DEFEATS MATTER
It might seem unnecessary to discuss cases where courts
rejected a corporate constitutional claim. After all, “the
system worked” and the corporation lost its claim. But even
failed corporate claims can cause pernicious effects.
First, these claims, even when they lose, can lay the
groundwork for future cases. If a court accepts the basic
premise of a claim, but rejects it on particular details, then in
a future case, a corporation can point to the earlier loss and
say “while the company in that last case lost because of suchand-such details, this case is different and doesn’t have the
problems cited by the court in the previous case.”

As of this writing, the U.S. Department of Agriculture is still
working on developing a proposed National Bioengineered
Food Disclosure Standard. The food industry tends to be quite
effective (many would say too effective) in advocating for itself
in these types of regulatory processes. But if agribusiness is
displeased with the final disclosure requirements, we may see
this type of First Amendment challenge again.
CORPORATE VICTORY:
CELL PHONE RADIATION RISKS
As cell phones are used more frequently, and in different
ways than the past, risks from radiofrequency (RF) emissions
have become an increasing concern. Federal RF emissions
safety standards were developed in the 1990s based on the
assumption that cellphone users carry their phones at least
one to fifteen millimeters (anywhere from 0.04 inch to half
an inch) from their bodies. That may have been a reasonable
assumption in the 1990s, when cell phones were sometimes
carried in belt holsters, but it is not how many Americans carry
their phones today, in a pants or phone pocket or tucked into
a bra. San Francisco passed an ordinance that required cellular
phone vendors to inform customers about issues pertaining
to RF emissions and about precautions to minimize RF energy
exposure, through in-store informational posters, customer
fact sheets, and stickers on display literature.
The cellular telephone industry’s trade group sued, arguing
that the ordinance compelled “speech” with which the
industry disagreed. The federal district court largely agreed,
striking down the poster and sticker requirements as too
burdensome for the companies, and heavily editing the
informational fact sheet (to the point of imposing artistic and
layout requirements).64 On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit struck down even the fact sheet as edited
by the district court judge.65

Second, defending laws against these corporate lawsuits
can cost thousands or tens of thousands of taxpayer dollars.
That might not be a major problem for the U.S. Department
of Justice, but it can easily overwhelm a local government
(which may not have its own full-time legal department)
facing well-funded corporate litigation firms. For example, in
the Kaua‘i GMO case, discussed later in this report, the county
was nearly deterred from even passing the law in the first
place by the threat of litigation, because there was a serious
question as to whether the county would be able to provide
the estimated $75,000 needed to pay an outside law firm to
defend the law.59

CORPORATE LOSS:
CELL PHONE RADIATION RISKS—ANOTHER TRY
In 2015, the City of Berkeley, California—just across the bay
from San Francisco—tried a modified cell phone radiation
disclosure law designed to improve the chances of surviving
judicial review. The drafters were assisted by leading
constitutional law scholars, including the dean of Yale Law
School. In particular, the law was carefully crafted so that
the required message made very clear that it came from the
city, rather than the vendor. A (different) federal district judge
upheld Berkeley’s rule, noting that “while [cellphone vendors]
are being compelled to provide a mandated disclosure of
Berkeley’s speech, no one could reasonably mistake that
speech as emanating from a cell phone retailer itself.”66
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed this ruling, concluding
that the language required by the City of Berkeley was
constitutional because the disclosure was reasonably related
to a substantial governmental interest and was purely factual.67

GOVERNMENT SPEECH
Disclosure laws that make clear that the message comes
from the government, not the company, may be somewhat
more likely to survive review. California’s Proposition 65
implementing details also specify language that attributes
the determination to the state, not the corporation.68
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Challenges to Advertising Restrictions
Commercial advertising can serve a valuable economic
role when it helps consumers understand the availability
and pricing of goods and services. But advertising can also
promote overconsumption of environmentally unsustainable
products and services, and in some cases the advertising
itself can directly cause negative environmental impacts.69
And unlike personal, political, or artistic expression,
commercial advertising generally does not involve issues
of democratic self-governance or personal dignity. Rather,
corporate advertisements are economic devices, crafted by
paid consultants, to maximize profits. To equate this business
mechanism with the passionate speech of an individual
seems not only wrong but disrespectful to human agency
and liberty. By placing sensible limits on advertisements,
environmentalists can help reduce overconsumption,
force corporate honesty, limit needless waste from the ads
themselves, and ensure that eco-conscious consumers have
the information they need to make informed decisions. These
requirements may affect corporations’ bottom lines, but one
would be hard-pressed to find any individual whose liberty
is at stake. For this reason, public interest laws that cover
commercial advertising should generally not be treated as
infringements on freedom of speech.
CORPORATE VICTORY:
ADS ENCOURAGING ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
In the 1970s, at the apex of the energy crisis, New York state
(like the nation as a whole) faced an extended fuel shortage—
at then-current consumption rates, it would not have had
enough fuel stocks to furnish all customer demand. So New
York’s Public Service Commission, hoping to conserve energy
and protect the environment, prohibited electric utility
companies from promoting increased electricity use. It was
a narrowly drawn restriction, permitting utilities to provide
informational advertisements; the commission only hoped
to limit the constant stream of ads urging people to consume
more. Under Valentine, this decision would have been
uncontroversial. But under Virginia Pharmacy, a corporate
challenge was plausible. The utilities filed suit and won, with
a Supreme Court majority opinion written by Justice Powell.70
Justice Powell’s opinion in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.
v. Public Service Commission of New York held that the utilities’
advertising was First Amendment expression, and that this
“speech” couldn’t be restricted without a “substantial”
government interest. With this decision, Powell changed the
entire landscape of advertising law, endowing corporations
with a brand new “right” that they could use to fight
advertising restrictions of all types.71

CORPORATE VICTORY:
WASTE FROM UNWANTED PHONE DIRECTORIES
In some cases, environmental harm comes from the
advertising itself. An obvious example is the 1942 Valentine
case, when the Supreme Court upheld a city’s restriction
of distribution of commercial handbills to reduce litter. But
much changed in the seventy years from Valentine to the
2012 case of Dex Media West Inc. v. City of Seattle. In 2010,
the Seattle City Council passed an ordinance restricting
the distribution of “yellow pages” phone directories to the
city’s residents. Washington state law required telephone
companies to create these directories, and local telephone
carriers often contract with publishers to compile and
mass-distribute the catalogues. The massive tomes that
result (Dex Media’s directory was over 1,300 pages) are filled
with a combination of local phone numbers and hundreds
of pages of advertisements that allow the publishers to
reap a profit.72 But in the Internet era, most of these yellow
pages directories are unwanted and unneeded, and so were
immediately discarded at public expense. Thus, the yellow
pages are environmentally damaging, both in the resource
consumption required to produce and distribute them, and in
waste management costs and burdens.
After a city evaluation estimated that yellow pages generated
2.6 million pounds of waste annually, costing the municipality
almost $200,000, the City Council enacted Ordinance 123427.73
This law required phone book publishers to obtain a yellow
pages distribution license, pay a fourteen-cent fee to the city
for each book distributed, and offer residents the ability to
opt-out of receiving the directory—an option that had to be
prominently displayed on the directory’s cover.
Publisher Dex Media West challenged the waste-saving
ordinance, claiming that their First Amendment right to “free
speech” was infringed by the ordinance. A federal judge in
Seattle rejected this claim. The company appealed to the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which reversed the lower
court decision and struck down the ordinance. The court held
that the phone numbers themselves constituted “core” First
Amendment speech in need of strict constitutional protection.
Thus, the court decided, a corporation’s right to “speak”
through the reproduction of a predetermined index of 10-digit
numbers is more important than the people’s right to take even
moderate steps to limit waste and protect the environment.
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PREEMPTED WHILE ON APPEAL:
GMO “NATURAL” MARKETING
Part of Vermont’s 2014 GMO labeling law was designed
to avoid confusing customers who seek to reduce their
environmental impacts by focusing on natural products.
The law prohibited labeling or advertising GMO-containing
foods as “natural,” “naturally grown,” “all-natural,” or similar
terms—in other words, that GMO producers couldn’t mislead
consumers with disingenuous advertising about the nature of
their products.
In the Grocery Manufacturers Association v. Sorrell case,
discussed earlier, the food production corporations
challenged this provision as violative of packaged food
manufacturers’ freedom of speech. The federal district court
in Vermont opined that this claim was “likely to succeed on
the merits of this claim at trial,” and blocked the marketing
restriction from taking effect. It may seem obvious that
“natural” and “genetically engineered” are not compatible
terms—in passing the law, the Vermont General Assembly
cited a poll showing a sizable majority of the state’s residents
believed “natural” labels to imply an absence of GMOs.
But the district court judge dismissed the opinions of the
legislature and the public, opining that these labels were only
“potentially” misleading. “Speech that is shown to be only
potentially misleading,” the judge wrote, “is protected by the
First Amendment.”74
As noted above, Vermont agreed to stop enforcing the
law while the case was still on appeal to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, because of a federal law that
preempted the state law.

Challenges to Civil Investigative Demands
STILL PENDING: EXXON’S NEW GAMBIT
ON VIEWPOINT DISCRIMINATION
In November 2015, the news broke that the New York Attorney
General’s Office was investigating whether Exxon had misled
investors about climate change.75 At the end of March 2016, a
group of attorneys general, including Massachusetts Attorney
General Maura Healey announced they would also be
investigating Exxon’s climate change disclosures to determine
whether Exxon had misled investors and consumers
about climate change. The attorneys general issued civil
investigative demands and subpoenas to obtain information
from the company to carry out the investigations. As the
highest law enforcement official of a state, attorneys general
have broad powers and authority to investigate and enforce
the laws, and civil investigative demands and subpoenas are
routinely issued to carry out that authority.

Exxon’s response was anything but routine. In a preemptive
strike, Exxon filed suit against the Massachusetts Attorney
General in the United States District Court for the Northern
District of Texas alleging that the investigation deprived
Exxon of its First Amendment right to free speech, among
other constitutional claims.76 After contentious proceedings
and the joinder of the New York Attorney General, the case
was transferred to New York federal district court. At the same
time, Exxon also brought suit in Massachusetts state court
seeking to quash the civil investigative demand, and again
raised the claim that the investigation constituted an attempt
“to limit free speech and the free exchange of viewpoints and
ideas about climate change.”77 The Massachusetts Superior
Court summarily dismissed Exxon’s free speech claims noting
that “misleading or deceptive advertising is not protected
by the First Amendment.”78 While it should be clear that the
First Amendment does not protect fraud, Exxon has also
been pursuing its free speech arguments in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York.79a The
court issued a ruling dismissing Exxon’s “extraordinary”
claims and affirming that fraud does not fall within the ambit
of protected speech,79b but Exxon seems likely to appeal
given that it has also been raising these claims in response to
litigation by cities and towns.79c

New Corporate “Discrimination” Theories
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal.”80 The Declaration of Independence laid out the
founding ideals of the American experiment as a democratic
republic, based on a doctrine of equality, committed to ensuring
the ideals of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” for all
its inhabitants. But for most of the nation’s first century, these
professed ideals stood in stark contradiction to the presence
of the world’s largest slave population in our southern states.
Moreover, as discussed earlier, the misapplication of the
Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause to inanimate
business forms was where the corporate constitutional
rights doctrine was first established. But more recently, a new
corporate campaign to claim “discrimination” has re-emerged,
under a surprising guise.

Origins of the New Corporate
Campaign to Misuse the Constitution
After World War II, courts were hesitant to strike down laws
regulating commerce under the Equal Protection Clause. As
the Court explained in a famous 1955 case, “[t]he prohibition
of the Equal Protection Clause goes no further than the
invidious discrimination.”81 That principle lasted many years.
But the new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution
has resurrected fabricated equal protection claims that
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corporations have suffered discrimination under the clause.
In large part, the renewed threat stems from unclear judicial
writing by the same Supreme Court justice, Anthony Kennedy,
who wrote the Citizens United decision—but this time, in cases
having nothing to do with corporations.
In the landmark 1996 case of Romer v. Evans, Justice Kennedy
struck down a Colorado Amendment that prohibited
cities and schools from adopting policies that protected
individuals based on their “homosexual, lesbian or bisexual
orientation, conduct, practices or relationships.” Writing for
the majority, Justice Anthony Kennedy explained that the
Equal Protection Clause forbade laws motivated by a mere
“desire to harm a politically unpopular group.”82 Since the
Colorado ordinance couldn’t be explained “by anything but
animus” toward gay and lesbian people, it not only broke
the promise of fairness and equality enshrined by Congress
after the Civil War, but—in legalese—was irrational. With that
decision, gay and lesbian Americans gained access for the
first time to the Constitution’s protections against majorityordained discrimination. But while Justice Kennedy’s analysis
leaned heavily on the animus motivating the law, his opinion
purported to apply ordinary rational basis review.
Many scholars and some lower court judges noticed this
shift, and began speaking of an unofficial fourth standard
of review, called (unofficially) “heightened rational-basis
review,” “rational basis with bite,” “rational basis with

teeth,” or “rational basis plus.”83 Under this standard, a law
could be challenged under the Equal Protection Clause
on the basis that—even if there was a supposedly rational
reason on the surface—the real motivation was to harm or
disparage a group of people. But the Supreme Court never
stopped pretending that it was simply applying “rational
basis review.”

Challenges Under the Equal Protection Clause
Unfortunately, corporate lawyers saw an opening. When an
economic, environmental, or safety law makes distinctions
among different types of corporations, activities, or
operations, and a company challenges it under the Equal
Protection Clause, the legal standard is “rational basis
review”—the real rational basis review. But recent judicial
opinions that apply a more protective legal standard to
disfavored minorities say they are applying “rational basis
review.” That gives corporate lawyers an opportunity to cite
cases about discrimination against gay and lesbian people, or
undocumented immigrant children, and talk about “motive”
and “animus” in an equal protection challenge against an
ordinary law regulating business.
It should seem clear that this protection, which has done so
much to defend the dignity of powerless minority groups,
has no business being applied to corporations. After all, at
the core of the Equal Protection Clause’s rationale is our

TIERS OF SCRUTINY
In the 1970s, the Supreme Court settled into the idea of “tiers
of scrutiny” for equal protection cases based on who exactly
the law allegedly treated unequally. If the unequal treatment
was based on race or color, it would be subject to “strict
scrutiny” and almost always unconstitutional. On the other
hand, if a law simply made distinctions between different
types of businesses for the purpose of tax law or safety
protections, it would be subject to “rational basis review”
and almost always upheld, unless there was no conceivable
rational basis for it. As claims based on sex discrimination
emerged, the Supreme Court was not comfortable
categorizing classifications based on sex under either tier, so
it invented “intermediate scrutiny,” which meant that it would
sometimes uphold laws that classified women differently
from men, but sometimes not.
This three-tiered system was unstable, though, as new
challenges against government discrimination emerged.
During the 1970s, the Supreme Court heard a series of

challenges based on discrimination against intellectually
disabled people, children of undocumented immigrants,
and “hippies.” It was clear that these cases involved
pernicious discrimination (what the Court calls “animus”),
but the governments defending the laws gave rationalsounding pretexts.
For various reasons, the Supreme Court decided that it
needed a standard that was slightly more rigorous than
“rational basis review,” but not quite as stringent as
“intermediate scrutiny,” and so it invented a fourth standard
applicable where a law might have a rational-seeming
pretext, but is actually motivated by animus. (This is
important because under normal rational basis review, courts
don’t consider if there is a deeper or hidden motive behind a
law, so long as it has a rational basis.) However, it made one
crucial mistake: it did not admit that it was creating a fourth
standard. Instead, the Court wrote as if it were applying
ordinary rational basis review.
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founding, self-evident truth that “all [people]are created
equal.” Moreover, unlike LGBTQ people, undocumented
immigrants, or people with intellectual disabilities,
corporations are not a politically marginalized minority that
needs judicial protection from the democratic process.

Peabody Energy.87 Like the Kaua‘i GMO multinationals, the
plaintiffs in the Missouri state case of Noel v. Board of Election
Commissioners cited Romer v. Evans, arguing that this limit on
corporate tax benefits was no different than discrimination
against a disfavored sexual orientation.

Over the last 15 years, corporations have begun invoking
Romer and the Equal Protection Clause in challenging such
“discriminatory” legislation—arguing, for example, that
treating a fracking company differently from sustainable
producers is no different than discriminating based on race
or sexual orientation. Though most judges have recognized
the absurdity of this comparison, corporations have repeated
the “equal protection” argument over and over, in hopes of
triggering judicial amnesia as to the roots and purpose of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

At the trial, the initiative committee presented the testimony
of a key initiative drafter to explain the basis for the initiative.
But on cross-examination, the coal company’s lawyers
engaged in irrelevant red-baiting, suggesting (based on
unrelated quotes) that the real motivation for the initiative
was simple hostility to “corporations” and capitalism in
general, and Peabody Energy in particular.

EARLY SORTIE:
PESTICIDES AND GMOS IN AGRICULTURE
In 2014, the Kaua‘i County Council in Hawai‘i, concerned
about multinational agribusinesses using their land as a test
bed to experiment with new GMOs and pesticides, passed
legislation regarding agricultural sites using significant
quantities of GMOs or pesticides. The County hesitated before
even passing the law, because of the risk of litigation from
corporate growers, and was very nearly deterred entirely from
passing the law.84 The law did not restrict the use of GMOs or
pesticides, but required commercial agricultural corporations
to tell the public which pesticides and GMOs they were using,
and leave buffer zones around sites where GMOs or pesticides
were used. As mild as these requirements may seem,
corporate growers fought back.
The seed companies cited the Equal Protection Clause in their
claim, and used the Romer analogy to argue that the same
“animus” protection for gay and lesbian people should apply
to giant agribusinesses.85 Though the district court judge
decided the case on other grounds, not even addressing
the equal protection claim,86 the legal argument may have
foreshadowed a broader legal strategy.
CORPORATE VICTORY: BAN ON PUBLIC
SUBSIDIES FOR FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES
In 2014, St. Louis residents, concerned about both the negative
environmental impacts of unsustainable energy production
and the city’s economic development model, gathered
enough signatures to put a bold initiative on the ballot. This
initiative would have prevented the city from giving tax breaks
to fossil fuel and other unsustainable energy production
companies and their major business partners. But, before the
ballots were even printed, it was challenged in state court by
citizens presumed to be fronting for St. Louis-based coal giant

Ultimately, the state judge agreed. Citing both Citizens United
and Romer, he held that “business organizations are ‘persons’
entitled to equal protection as well as other constitutional
rights,” and “legislation that is designed to ‘fence out’
selected classes from the full rights of citizens can be found
defective under equal protection principles.”88 Ultimately,
rather than viewing the initiative as targeted towards
economic development and environmental sustainability,
he viewed it as an unconstitutional form of discrimination
against energy corporations, as “not really a regulation of
business activity: it is an act of exclusion of a disfavored group
from general benefits under a wide range of government
programs.”89 Instead, he opined, “the manifest purpose of the
sustainable energy amendment is not so much to advance
the use of approved fuels, as to punish enterprises which deal
in the disfavored fuels.”90 Thus, he ruled, a ballot initiative
designed to eliminate tax breaks for fossil fuel companies
violated the Equal Protection Clause.
MIXED RULING: FRACKING BAN
As with First Amendment cases, corporate equal protection
clause challenges do not always succeed. For example, in the
2015 case of Swepi, LP v. Mora County, a district court judge,
dismissing Romer’s application to a New Mexico fracking ban,
refreshingly reminded the corporate litigants what “equal
protection” really means. LGBTQ people “have been subject
to a history of discrimination and oppression, but such a
description cannot be said of corporations,” he wrote. Further,
corporations “are not real beings, deserving of respect and
human dignity. Corporations are often the most powerful
lobbyers in Washington, D.C., and… are hardly politically
powerless and have not suffered a history of oppression.” In
fact, this judge noted that there had long been “dissenters to
the concept of corporate constitutional rights” in general.
Unfortunately, construing some unrelated constitutional
challenges to the ordinance, the judge acknowledged that
“[t]he Defendants’ argument that corporations should not
be granted constitutional rights, or that corporate rights
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should be subservient to people’s rights, are arguments
that are best made before the Supreme Court—the only
court that can overrule Supreme Court precedent—rather
than a district court.”91 Ultimately, the court concluded
that the ordinance violated the Supremacy Clause and was
impermissibly overbroad.92
CORPORATE DEFEAT: SEWAGE SLUDGE
In the 2002 case of Synagro-WWT, Inc. v. Rush Township, a
sewage sludge application company challenged a local
Pennsylvania ordinance requiring testing of sewage sludge
for toxins and pathogens before disposal on farms and
mine reclamation sites. The ordinance was clear about its
purpose: it was passed to “protect the health, safety, and
general welfare of all township citizens”—not to ‘discriminate’
against corporations dealing in sewage sludge. Still, Synagro
claimed that since “the Ordinance treats sewage sludge
entities differently than it treats other entities,” it failed
the constitutional guarantee of “equal protection of the
laws.” The taxpayers were forced to spend time and money
defending against this legal claim.
Ultimately, a district court judge needed just one paragraph
to dismiss Synagro’s bizarre equal protection claim, writing
that “Synagro’s allegations are simply legal conclusions
without any factual support,” and that “[t]he difference in
safety between sewage sludge and other types of waste is a
sound, rational basis for creating the classification.”93
STILL PENDING: BULK OIL EXPORT
In early 2015, a local Maine ordinance prohibiting the bulk
loading of crude oil onto marine tank vessels came under
equal protection attack by pipeline operators. The case,
Portland Pipe Line Co. v. City of South Portland, marks an
unprecedented attempt to stretch the Romer analogy. Here,
the environmental protection in question does not even
treat certain oil corporations differently, like the restriction
on fossil companies in Noel. The ordinance applies equally
to all corporations and merely ensures that every company
operating in the district must follow basic environmentally
sound practices in transporting crude oil. Pipeline operators
have argued that the ordinance discriminates against the oil
that they transport through Portland from Canada.94
If it would seem wrong for corporations to raise challenges
to environmental protections under the Equal Protection
Clause—which, again, prohibits a state from denying “equal
protection” to any “person” who is “within its jurisdiction”95a
—it should seem absurd for them to claim that protection for
a product coming from a different country. Canadian oil is not
a “disfavored minority,” like LGBTQ people, and neither the
oil nor the pipeline company deserve judicial protection from
local zoning and safety ordinances.

The federal district court in Maine granted the City’s motion
for summary judgment on the Equal Protection Clause claim;
however, the case will proceed to trial on other counts in
June 2018.95b

Challenges Under the “Dormant”
Commerce Clause
A different type of “discrimination” argument involves
supposed discrimination against companies or products that
cross state lines. As congressional gridlock persists, the most
likely vehicles for environmental reform are state and local
governments. Unfortunately, state and local environmental
laws can sometimes be frustrated by challenges claiming
“discrimination” against interstate commerce.
Under the Constitution’s Commerce Clause, Congress is
authorized to “regulate commerce with foreign nations,
and among the several states.”96 A judge-made doctrine
called the “dormant Commerce Clause” holds that since
the Constitution explicitly delegates the power to regulate
interstate commerce to the federal government, states
cannot pass laws that “discriminate against or unduly burden
interstate commerce.” To be sure, our Constitution envisions
trade between the states, and no one is suggesting that (for
example) Wisconsin should be able to ban imports from
Michigan. But this judge-made doctrine goes far beyond.
Not all dormant Commerce Clause cases with environmental
implications are filed by corporations. For example, one of
the most famous cases involved New Jersey’s response to an
overload of imported garbage and hazardous waste. Because
it is sandwiched between New York City and Philadelphia,
in the 1960s and 1970s New Jersey became a dumping
ground for municipal waste and toxic waste from both cities.
As the volume grew intolerable, in 1973 the state passed a
law limiting importation of out-of-state waste. The City of
Philadelphia, which relied on delivering its municipal waste
to New Jersey landfills, sued under the dormant Commerce
Clause. The Supreme Court agreed, holding that New Jersey
could not “discriminat[e] against articles of commerce
coming from outside the State.”97
The plaintiff in the New Jersey case was a city, not a
corporation. But it established a precedent that can be
exploited most effectively by corporations. Unlike the
Equal Protection Clause, this constitutional theory has
no real basis in protection of individuals; it is explicitly to
protect “commerce.” Therefore, most dormant Commerce
Clause cases involve challenges by corporations. A few
examples follow.
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CORPORATE VICTORY: FAMILY FARMING
Excessive concentration of land ownership, especially in
agribusiness corporations, has been a major concern in the
Midwest for over a century. And while farming practices vary,
family farmers may be more likely to use environmentally
sustainable farming practices than large industrial farms,
both because some industrial-scale approaches don’t work
well on a smaller family farm, and because a family farmer
may see the farm as a heritage to be passed onto his or her
children, rather than an asset to be maximally exploited this
quarter in time for annual bonuses.98
Several Midwestern states have passed statutes or
constitutional amendments restricting corporate ownership
of farmland. Before the rise of the new corporate campaign to
misuse the Constitution, courts took a restrained approach
when corporations challenged these laws. In the 1940s,
a Minnesota corporation challenged North Dakota’s law
limiting corporate farm ownership, citing not just the Equal
Protection Clause but also several other constitutional
provisions. The Supreme Court upheld North Dakota’s law
against this constitutional challenge in 1945.99 But the
Minnesota company had not thought to raise a dormant
Commerce Clause challenge, and so that left an opening for
future corporate claims. In 1998, South Dakota voters passed
a state constitutional amendment that prohibited any
further acquisition of farmland by non-family corporations.
Part of the rationale was that individual farmers would be
more likely to follow environmental laws than corporations
with limited liability.100
Agribusiness companies challenged the law under the dormant
Commerce Clause theory. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit agreed, finding that the amendment’s drafters
and indeed “the South Dakota populace” had “intended to
discriminate against out-of-state businesses.” The court cited
such supposedly damning statements as: “Amendment E gives
South Dakota the opportunity to decide whether control of our
state’s agriculture should remain in the hands of family farmers
and ranchers or fall into the grasp of a few, large corporations.”
The court even noted with disapproval that a key initiative
supporter, after looking into a corporation’s proposal to build a
hog farm in South Dakota, had become concerned about that
same company’s industrial hog farming operation in North
Carolina and its environmental impacts.101 The court struck
down the South Dakota law without even citing the Supreme
Court’s 1945 decision.

CORPORATE VICTORY:
GREENHOUSE GAS ELECTRICITY STANDARDS
In many ways, states lead the way on greenhouse gas
rules for the electric power sector. Minnesota’s 2007 Next
Generation Energy Act set a cap on statewide power sector
carbon dioxide emissions, and prohibited construction of
new large power plants that would increase statewide power
sector carbon dioxide emissions unless it offset these new
emissions with a carbon dioxide reduction project. But, like
many states, Minnesota has a restructured electricity market,
in which electric utilities do not own their own power plants,
but rather buy electricity from generating companies—some
of which may be located across state lines. And the purpose
of the law could be completely frustrated if Minnesota
electric utilities simply bought electricity from coal-fired
power plants in nearby states. So the law also prohibited
importing electricity from out of state that would contribute
to statewide power sector carbon dioxide emissions.
Coal industry plaintiffs such as the Lignite Energy Council and
the North American Coal Corporation, as well as the state of
North Dakota, sued Minnesota, claiming this law violates the
dormant Commerce Clause. The federal district court agreed
and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit affirmed.102

Other Corporate
Constitutional Challenges
While the primary focus of the new corporate campaign to
misuse the Constitution involves the First Amendment, the
Fourteenth Amendment, and dormant Commerce Clause
claims described above, corporations continue to raise other
constitutional challenges against environmental laws. There
are many types of claims—too many to list here—but two
major categories are especially worth noting: resistance to
environmental inspections, and claims for lost property value.

Corporate Resistance to
Environmental Inspections
In the years before the Revolutionary War, the British
government unilaterally imposed a number of intrusive
policies on its American subjects in an attempt to squeeze
every possible drop of profit out of the colonies. These
impositions became more and more egregious until the
colonists were forced to announce, in the form of the
above-described Declaration of Independence, that their
individual liberties could not survive while they remained
under British rule. One of the most loathed policies was
the British government’s use of “writs of assistance.” These
documents, issued by British provincial courts, gave English
officers permission to enter and search any home, without
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evidence or even suspicion, in pursuit of smuggled goods.
Revolutionary leader James Otis, speaking on behalf of the
many innocent colonists subjected to warrantless searches,
described the writs as “the worst instrument of arbitrary
power, the most destructive of English liberty… that was ever
found in an English lawbook.”103
The Founding Fathers’ bitter memories of these violations
led them to encode a protection against them in the Bill of
Rights’ Fourth Amendment, which ensures the “right of the
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures.”104
It ensures that without established probable cause and
a judicial warrant specifying the location to be searched,
the government cannot arbitrarily intrude in the American
people’s private homes and lives. Such a protection, as Otis
argued, is crucial to maintaining individual liberty; if a lawful
citizen cannot rest assured that he is entitled to privacy in
his own home, among his own possessions, he can never feel
truly free to pursue happiness without the looming threat of
government intrusion.
Unfortunately, in 1978, Powell and his corporatist allies
began reshaping the interpretation of the Fourth Amendment
to give corporations a legal tool to resist health, safety, and
environmental inspections in the case of Marshall v. Barlow’s
Inc.—one that, like Central Hudson two years later, continues
to harm regulatory efforts today. Under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA), Congress empowered
safety inspectors to conduct surprise workplace inspections.
No warrant was required for these routine inspections, which
allowed them to have the element of surprise necessary
to ensure that corporate managers weren’t hiding safety
hazards in anticipation of a search. The president of an
electrical installation business refused to submit to an OSHA
search, and sued to enjoin it as violating the company’s
Fourth Amendment rights. At the Supreme Court, a fivejustice majority—the same five justices who made up the
Central Hudson majority—ruled that corporate buildings,
like private homes, enjoy the security of Fourth Amendment
protection.105 Thus, the surprise inspections crucial to the
enforcement of OSHA and numerous other state and federal
statutes were suddenly rendered “unconstitutional.”
When the government cannot check to ensure that large
corporations are complying with necessary safety provisions
until it has “probable cause” to believe they are not, it often
allows noncompliant companies to exceed pollution limits
until it is too late to prevent damage to workers, surrounding
communities, and the environment. And as we have seen
with the steady procession of oil spills, nuclear accidents, and
other environmental calamities perpetrated by noncompliant
corporations, the consequences of being “too late” can be dire.

Many corporations, of course, comply with the law, and submit
to routine health, safety, and environmental inspections
without argument. But those that have committed to battling
environmental protection at every turn have seen the Fourth
Amendment as a promising faux-constitutional ground for
avoiding environmental protections.
CORPORATE DEFEAT:
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY INSPECTIONS
Perhaps the most famous and egregious case of such a
“privacy” claim came in 1986. The case, Dow Chemical Co. v.
United States, involved a routine Environmental Protection
Agency inspection of Dow’s Midland, Michigan facilities. After
Dow denied the EPA’s request for an on-site inspection of the
plant, the EPA chose not to seek an administrative warrant
to search the 2,000-acre chemical complex. Instead, the
agency employed a commercial aerial photographer, which
used standard equipment to take photos of the facility—
much of which was outdoors, but blocked from ground-level
view by elaborate perimeter security—from various altitudes
in lawful airspace.
When Dow learned of the aerial photography, it brought
suit against the EPA, claiming that any observation of the
compound without a warrant, even its outdoor areas visible
from above, violated the corporation’s Fourth Amendment
privacy rights. In other words, it claimed, the entire walledoff chemical production complex was effectively its “home”
under the Fourth Amendment.
Fortunately, in a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court sided
with the EPA. Chief Justice Warren Burger, writing for the
majority, reiterated that the Fourth Amendment is intended
to protect the “intimate activities associated with family
privacy and the home.” These intimate protections, further,
“simply do not reach the outdoor areas or spaces between
structures or buildings of a manufacturing plant.”106 With
that, the notion that a 2,000-acre industrial facility is no
different to a corporation than a home is to an individual
was dismissed. It should not surprise us that Justice Lewis
Powell wrote the dissent.
CORPORATE VICTORY: WASTEWATER INSPECTION
While Dow Chemical dismissed the most expansive corporate
claim to Fourth Amendment privilege, more targeted claims
have enjoyed success. Take, for example, the 2001 case
of United States v. Knott, another instance of routine EPA
inspection being attacked by “privacy” claims. In 1997, the
EPA received an anonymous tip that the waste treatment
facility at the Riverdale Mills Plant in Massachusetts was
not functioning. Riverdale Mills produced plastic mesh
using a process that produces highly acidic wastewater,
and a dysfunctional treatment facility could release harmful
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waste into the local sewer system, in violation of the federal
Clean Water Act. In response, the EPA sent two inspectors
to the plant who asked for and received consent to examine
the facilities, provided that a Riverdale Mills employee
accompany them throughout the inspection. Based off
the evidence collected during the visit, the EPA obtained
a federal search warrant. During the ensuing search the
EPA’s criminal division found significant evidence of Clean
Water Act violations, including employee statements and
comprehensive water tests. During the ensuing litigation over
the violations, however, Riverdale Mills sought to have all
of this evidence dismissed—on the grounds that, for a short
period during the initial examination, the inspectors had been
left unattended by a Riverdale employee.
The federal district judge agreed, deciding that the brief
lack of supervision rendered the entire search a violation of
Riverdale Mills’ Fourth Amendment rights. Thus, all evidence
collected after that occasion was deemed inadmissible.
The government was ultimately forced to drop all charges
against the company.110 Unsatisfied by the mere evasion of
justice, however, Riverdale Mills filed a countersuit against
the government for “vexatious prosecution,” “malicious
prosecution,” and damages resulting from its Fourth
Amendment violation, seeking government payment of
attorney’s fees as well as compensation. These claims, too,

were initially successful. Though the government eventually
had them thrown out on appeal, the Riverdale case was
not ultimately closed until 2004—seven years after the
EPA’s initial tests.111 Due to the corporate ability to assert a
constitutional “privacy” violation, Riverdale Mills was able to
avoid all culpability while wasting nearly a decade of EPA time,
resources, and taxpayer dollars with frivolous countersuits.

Corporate Claims for Lost Property Value
The Fifth Amendment guarantees that “private
property [shall not] be taken for public use, without just
compensation.”112 This Takings Clause is an important
protection of private property rights: the government cannot
simply seize private property. Yet it has been twisted into
a price-protection scheme to deter environmental laws.
According to the Supreme Court, environmental and land
use protections can “take” some of the property value. That
would require taxpayers to reimburse property owners for
any changes in property value due to environment laws.
In the seminal case Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, a statute
prohibited coal companies from mining coal in a way that
would cause the subsidence of a house. The court found that
the statute resulted in a taking, meaning the government
took private property without compensating the owner.113

CORPORATE SURVEILLANCE VS. INDIVIDUAL PRIVACY
Corporations are quick to claim “privacy” against environmental
inspections, but perfectly willing to spy on activists.107 Yet many
activists may not realize that the new corporate campaign to
misuse the Constitution helps facilitate corporate spying. In
recent years, “Big Data” corporations have begun using novel
First Amendment theories to fight privacy-protection laws. And
they’ve been winning.
For example, several states passed “prescription confidentiality”
laws to stop pharmacies from selling doctors’ prescription
records to pharmaceutical corporations and sales middlemen.
But in the 2011 Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc. decision, the Supreme
Court struck down Vermont’s prescription confidentiality law,
holding that restrictions on sale and use of private prescription
records violated Big Pharma’s “freedom of speech.”108
Surveillance corporations are already using the Sorrell
decision to bolster even more aggressive corporate antiprivacy claims. Consider digital license plate readers. These
are small, high-quality cameras which, when mounted on
top of trucks, can photograph every passing car, scan their
license plates (at a rate of up to 60 plates per second), and

record each vehicle’s exact GPS location at a given date and
time. The companies that run these networks mine and sell
the data to banks, insurance companies, credit agencies, and
“repo” agencies.
Privacy advocates have long been concerned about these
license plate readers, and have helped pass laws in several
states to limit their use. But the corporate First Amendment
threatens these laws. In Utah, the legislature passed a law to
limit collection, use, and dissemination of captured license
plate data. But license plate reader companies filed a First
Amendment lawsuit, citing the Sorrell decision treating the
collection and sale of doctors’ prescription data as “free
speech.” Unfortunately, this question never even reached
the courts; facing massively expensive federal litigation,
lawmakers backed down and repealed most of the law.109
Imagine now that environmental activists are traveling to a
meeting, demonstration, or direct action. Corporate intelligence
could buy GPS data in real time from license plate reader
companies to track activists’ movements. That’s what the
corporate First Amendment means for your freedom of speech.
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WHEN A CORPORATION WANTS YOUR HOUSE
While the Supreme Court has been expanding the Takings
Clause to protect corporate landowners against environmental
laws, it has also reduced actual protections for ordinary
homeowners. When wealthy developers want people’s homes,
they have an opportunity to take them, with the help of the
government, through the Takings Clause. In New London,
Connecticut, the city used its eminent domain authority to
seize private property to sell to private real estate developers.
Homeowners challenged this under the Takings Clause as not
a “public use,” but the Supreme Court rejected their claim.
The Supreme Court claimed that the new development would

create jobs and increase tax revenues, and therefore it could
be considered “public use.”115 Homes and land have also been
at the heart of many of the disputes over new oil and natural
gas pipelines as state and federal agencies authorize multimillion dollar corporations to “take” private land for the “public
convenience and necessity.”116 The result: when a corporation
wants your house, the government can take it and give it to
the developer (paying you “fair market value,” of course). But
if an environmental law reduces the theoretical maximum
economically profitable value of the property, then the taxpayer
may have to reimburse the developer for the “loss.”

This case also lays out the doctrine of a “regulatory taking,”
stating: “The general rule at least is that while property may
be regulated to a certain extent, if regulation goes too far it
will be recognized as a taking.”114

bought the land and continued pursuing the project. The city
denied the revised application, finding that it did not protect
native flora and fauna, and in particular, would substantially
damage habitat of an endangered butterfly. Eventually, the
state agreed to buy the property at a price $800,000 higher
than what the company had paid in the first place. But the
corporation still sued the City of Monterey, claiming its
property had been “taken” without just compensation, and
won a $1.45 million verdict.117

How far is “too far”? In the 1990s, the City of Monterey,
California found out. A corporation proposed to develop a
residential complex on thirty-seven environmentally sensitive
ocean-front acres in Monterey, California. The city denied
the permit, and the company applied with a slightly different
application. While this was pending, a different company
(fully aware that the previous permit had been denied)
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Part 3: W
 here do we go
from here?
The history of American corporations and the re-emergence
of the fabricated corporate constitutional rights doctrine
reveals that the new corporate campaign to misuse the
Constitution is not just alive, but thriving. The corporate
legal strategy has in recent years opened up several different
constitutional avenues for attacking public responses to stem
corporate depletion of our resources, protect the public’s
health and safety, and ensure a livable planet for future
generations. Though many judges continue to reject these
misguided claims, the corporate strategy has always been to
change doctrine through persistent and unceasing litigation.
This strategy—an unending, full-on attack of any identifiable
crack in the legal structure—has brought the corporate
constitutional doctrine back into the mainstream.
The effects of judicial opinions stretch far beyond the law
at issue in the individual case. Each decision sets precedent
that the issuing court or a lower court can use to strike down
further environmental protections. And court decisions
impact the way the government acts behind closed doors.
The threat of litigation is a powerful one; this threat could
dissuade legislatures and agencies from enacting policies
that risk a costly lawsuit by a corporation claiming its
Constitutional rights were violated.
Those who refuse to passively accept corporations’ purported
“right” to pollute, mislead, and degrade the planet would be
wise to fight their constitutional rights claims. After all, in the
long run, unfettered corporate freedom and the environmental
protections our planet needs are simply incompatible. How
can supporters of environmental protection resist the new
corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution?

Blueprint to Defend the Environment
From the New Corporate Campaign to
Misuse the Constitution
The strategy consists of three parts:
1.	 Educate and Build Alliances
2.	 Anticipate the Challenge
3.	 Defend in Court

Educate and Build Alliances
Many pro-environment citizens, activists, elected officials,
and funders are simply unaware of the pernicious role of this
new corporate assault on our environmental laws. Supporters
of environmental protection need to understand that the
fight isn’t over when a law gets passed or a regulation gets
finalized, if a court can strike it down later. That means that
supporters, voters, and donors need to understand the
weapons that corporations will use in court before it gets to
that point, and take proactive action to push back against the
new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution so that it
doesn’t interfere with the democratic process.
The good news is that many individuals, non-profits, legal
practitioners, scholars, and elected officials are paying
attention to the rise of this new corporate campaign. The
power and wealth wielded by corporations may at times seem
difficult to counter, but working together, concerned citizens
and organizations can succeed in stemming the tide of this
corporate overreach. Here are some examples of how you as
an individual, or as a supporter of a nonprofit, can help to rein
in the new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution.

THE LAWS NOT PASSED: BARGAINING IN THE SHADOW OF THE LAW
The mere threat of corporate constitutional lawsuits (and their
expense) can intimidate governments from passing these laws
in the first place. If the government loses, not only has it wasted
money defending a law in court, but it may even be forced to
pay the corporate plaintiff’s legal fees.

A small state, let alone a town or city, may not want to take
on the burden of defending a law against take-no-prisoners
litigation by expensive law firms. As noted above, Kaua‘i was
very nearly deterred from passing an agricultural ordinance
by the prospect of needing to pay $75,000 to defend the law
against corporate challenge.118
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Are you a member of a state or local non-profit that supports
civil rights, environmental protection, conservation,
immigrant rights, shareholder rights, equality, affordable
housing, or another issue or underserved population? Does
your group collaborate with a larger coalition to effect
change? Bring this report to your group and consider whether
the new corporate campaign to misuse the Constitution is
already having an impact on your work or is likely to have an
impact. Reach out to Free Speech For People or Greenpeace
for more information and support. You could work with your
allies to host a meeting or event to talk about how fabricated
corporate constitutional arguments may be affecting your
work and your community and how to fight back.
Are you a law student? Do you want to play an important
role in pushing back on this new corporate campaign? This
problem didn’t arise overnight, and you can be among
the leaders, advocates, and lawyers needed to rein in
corporate overreach and provide support for common sense
environmental protections. Challenge yourself to think about
the role of corporations and corporate constitutional rights in
a democracy. Examine the role that corporate or trade group
contributions to your school has had in the development
of curriculum and initiatives.119 Talk to your professors
about that influence, its history and its potential future.
Start to develop your own ideas about what jurisprudence
is necessary to preserve the planet, community rights, and
the public interest more broadly. This report provides a set
of tools for a beginning, but you may invent the tools that
ultimately win this battle.

Anticipate the Challenge
Strategies for passing a pro-environment law need to
anticipate the types of constitutional challenges that corporate
opponents will raise, and where possible, try to defuse them.
Of course, the tail shouldn’t wag the dog—the strategy should
not be dictated by defensiveness. But the chance of facing (and
potentially losing) a draining constitutional challenge in court
may be diminished by some careful preparation in drafting
laws and organizing to pass them.

“Freedom of Speech”
For disclosure and labeling laws, be prepared for any law or
requirement that requires corporations to provide information
to consumers, the government, or the public to be challenged
as “compelled speech.” Based on past cases, disclosure,
labeling, and reporting laws will be more likely to survive court
review if they are accompanied by a detailed factual record and
findings that demonstrate the severity of the problem. As we’ve
seen, these requirements may also be more likely to survive

review if they specifically state that the text comes from the
government and is therefore “government speech” rather than
compelled corporate speech.
Unfortunately, the policy tool of decreasing pollution or waste
by restricting advertising has been seriously weakened by
court precedent. Courts tend to look skeptically on advertising
restrictions outside of the narrow contexts of preventing
consumer deception or preventing promotion of illegal
activity (e.g., underage drinking or smoking). That’s not to
say we shouldn’t try, but—until we change the constitutional
doctrine—the odds are longer.120

“Discrimination”
Corporate “discrimination” challenges often turn on
perceived intent as much as the law’s text. In the Equal
Protection Clause cases, the new corporate campaign to
misuse the Constitution is still relatively new, and not all
judges will fall for “animus” theories. However, lawyers are
trying out the theory in more and more cases.121 And if there
is an effect on interstate commerce, it is currently wellestablished that corporate plaintiffs can allege “intent to
discriminate” as a basis for striking down the law.
The key lesson is that when drafting a law, the primary
emphasis should be on protecting unassailable values—like
communities, the environment and public health. People
officially involved in promoting legislation—particularly
official sponsors, such as city councilors sponsoring
an ordinance, or the initiative committee for a ballot
initiative—should avoid using language or materials that
suggests the law’s only purpose is hostility or an intent to
discriminate against an industry or product. The language
should instead emphasize who or what the law is protecting.
As George Lakoff has explained, it is crucial to point out
that “regulations” are “protections.”122 That is, although
corporations may view regulations as nothing more than an
additional cost to doing business, virtually all regulations are
aimed at protecting the public from very real, and often very
costly harms. So, focus on explaining the costs and harms
that the law will prevent, and create a clear record of the link
between the regulated entity and the harms to be prevented.

Defend in Court
When these laws are challenged on the basis of corporate
constitutional claims, a strong legal defense is essential.
Government attorneys are usually dedicated and skillful, but
there are two areas where activists can and often should pay
particular attention.
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First, with local or state ballot initiatives, the primary
defense may fall to initiative petitioners rather than
the government. In a pre-election legal challenge (i.e.,
before the ballot measure has even gone to a vote), the
government may not defend the law at all. And even after
the initiative is passed, if the government leadership was
not in support, the official defense of the law may not be
as vigorous as that of the advocates who pressed for the
initiative. Importantly, ballot measure proponents may
not always satisfy the standing requirements necessary to
bring a case or defend the law.123 In those instances, it may
be necessary for initiative supporters to intervene in court
proceedings either as a party or an amicus curiae (friend of
the court) to ensure a full defense of the law.
Second, even where government lawyers provide a vigorous
defense, it is important to understand that federal and state
government attorneys are generally highly skilled advocates,
but the nature of government lawyering means that their
legal argument rarely confronts the corporate personhood
arguments directly. For example, in a corporate equal
protection “animus” challenge, the government’s brief is
likely to assert that the particular law has a rational basis and
was not based on animus; it is not likely to argue that animusbased corporate challenges should be rejected outright
because corporations are not politically powerless minorities.
As a result, even if the court upholds the law, the judicial
opinion may contain damaging language applying the animus
theory to corporations (i.e., acknowledging it as a legitimate
argument) that could be used to build precedent for the
next case. Submitting an amicus brief, or even intervening
as a party in the lawsuit, can ensure that more robust and
complete legal arguments in favor of the public interest
that directly address the corporate personhood theory are
presented to the court.

Wrapping Up: It Starts with You
It seems, as this discussion of “corporate constitutional
rights”—where they came from, how they harm our society
and the environment, and what challenges lay ahead—
reaches its conclusion, one question still remains: What about
the non-lawyers and non-legislators, the concerned citizens
who want to help fight for the Constitution but who can’t
sign a law, win a lawsuit, or pass an amendment? Though
it is easy to feel powerless in the face of aggressive, wellfunded conglomerates, the truth is that, in the fight to reclaim
our democracy the role of the individual and communities
couldn’t be more important. After all, unlike the political

status quo of the past few years, where action begins with
the checkbook of the largest donors, the battle to restore
the power of the average citizen must start with that average
citizen speaking up.
As a first step, this means an end to apathy. It means keeping
up with “corporate constitutional rights” cases.124 Ultimately, it
means letting corporations know that they can no longer count
on sneaking below the radar of public indifference, bypassing
public considerations through slippery court maneuvers.
Next, it means adding your voice to the movement by letting
those in power know that you are one of the millions who aren’t
willing to sit idly by as corporations co-opt more and more
of the people’s protections. This can take numerous forms—
including signing an online petition; writing a letter to your local
newspaper; and calling your elected representatives to ask their
stance on corporate claims of constitutional rights. What is most
important is that each of us does something, rather than resign
ourselves to powerlessness over our government.
If it feels like one voice is too small to make a difference, like
individual activism is futile in the face of corporate money,
three things are important to keep in mind. This defeatist
attitude is exactly what socially and environmentally harmful
corporations have long tried to instill in the American public.
Corporations prefer that we see ourselves as consumers,
rather than as sovereign citizens. After all, if the people can
be cut out of the political process entirely, corporate interests
will be free to strive for profits without the pesky distraction
of democracy and public interest.
Consider the alternative to action: a world in which
corporations, fully protected by the people’s Constitution,
degrade and deplete our environment with free rein until
our planet is rendered uninhabitable for future generations.
This is the world that will result if the public does not fight
back against short-sighted corporate challenges to sensible
protections. From this perspective, even if each person’s
impact is small, it is hard to imagine a better cause to devote
oneself to than the restoration of a government of, by, and for
the people—not the corporations.
To support your efforts to engage, here are a few templates
for taking action in your community either pre-emptively
or in response to claims of corporate personhood. Consider
them your citizen action templates for challenging, in a
variety of forums, the new corporate campaign to misuse
the Constitution.
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Challenging the New Corporate Campaign
to Misuse the Constitution in a Public
Meeting or Hearing
For use when speaking in support of proposed legislation, regulation, ordinance
or resolution at a public meeting or hearing.
Introduction: Start with who you are and why you are speaking.
For example: I’m
the effects that

1.

, and I’m here to voice my support for
because as a mother I’m concerned about
is having on children. This proposal will protect the children of our community from
.

Focus on the objective and rationale for the proposal:
++Explain the harms the proposal will protect the public from.
++Describe specific examples of how these harms have affected you, your community, or other similar communities. (If you

have not been directly affected, but you know someone who has, do your best to arrange for them to attend and speak, too).
++Describe the costs that this harm is imposing on the community and estimates of how those costs may grow if left unchecked.

2. Point to the authority/obligation that allows/requires the body you’re addressing to protect
residents/citizens/vulnerable populations from this harm:
++Cite to the law, regulation, executive order, ordinance, whatever it is that gives the body you are addressing the authority

to protect the public, and if there are particularly important or compelling phrases in that document, quote them.
++Explain how the proposal is within that authority/obligation.
++Explain how the proposal protects the public.

3. Challenge the New Corporate Campaign to Misuse the Constitution
++Name the company or companies (or trade associations) that are trying to hide behind a cynical legal strategy to avoid

responsibility for the dangers of their product/action/strategy.
++Call out the specific protection being claimed (e.g. “free speech,” “equal protection,” or “discrimination”) by the company.
++If you think it would help, bring copies of this report to explain that this is part of a growing trend by corporations that elected

officials should stand up to. (PDF copies can be printed off the web site)
++Reiterate, this proposal is about protecting the community from x, this is not a threat to [“free speech,” “equal protection,” etc.]

Conclusion: As your constituent, I expect you to use your authority to meet your obligations to protect the public. Don’t
let corporate interests pressure you with their attempts to distort the Constitution to put profits before public safety.
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Challenging the New Corporate
Campaign to Misuse the Constitution –
in Small Meetings with Decision Makers
For use in small meetings with elected officials or regulators regarding
pending proposals.
1. Gather information about any potential challenges that have been made or threatened in advance, and
be sure to know who you are meeting with, including key staff. Be respectful and don’t assume they have
made up their mind.
++Ask if anyone has raised concerns about the proposal.
++Ask whether the elected official/regulator has any concerns about the proposal.
++If others have raised concerns, ask where the concerns are coming from. Try to identify which companies or

lobbyists are making the arguments.
++If it sounds like the “concerns” may have been framed as constitutional get as much detail as possible.

2. Discuss the purpose and rationale of the proposal
++Explain the harm this proposal seeks to protect the public from. Bring people who have either already been

affected or would be directly harmed.
++Describe specific examples of how this harm has affected you, your community, or other similar communities.
++Describe the costs that this harm is imposing on the community and estimates of how those costs may grow if

left unchecked.
3. Explain the dangers of the New Corporate Campaign to Misuse the Constitution
++Give them a copy of this report.
++Explain that corporate interests are engaged in a coordinated effort to undermine important health and

environmental protections.
++Explain that this legal strategy is an attempt to distort the democratic process and long-held interpretations

of the Constitution.
4.

Ask for a commitment to protect the public
++Remind them that they have the authority and the obligation to regulate corporations and protect the public.
++Ask them if they will commit to protecting the democratic process and the people of the community by taking

a stand against attempts to distort the Constitution.
++Offer to support them in fighting back against this strategy.
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Challenging the New Corporate
Campaign to Misuse the Constitution
in a Letter to the Editor or Op-Ed
Publishing an op-ed or Letter to the Editor in your local paper continues to
be an important way to convey a message to elected officials and your fellow
community members.
Here are some tips for writing an effective piece:
||Be brief. As a general rule, you will want to keep your Letter to the Editor under 200 words; however, each newspaper has

its own guidelines and instructions. Op-eds are typically limited to 500-700 words. You can generally find this information
online or by calling the newspaper’s office.
||Connect your community to the big picture. The more you can tie in local issues, politics, or personalities, the more

compelling and effective your letter will be.
||Be polite. Remember to keep your LTE polite and respectful—newspapers won’t publish letters that are insulting or

inflammatory.

Key Points
||Over the past few decades business has launched a targeted, well-financed assault on laws protecting the public

interest aimed at stretching constitutional protections to provide regulatory escape hatches for ordinary commercial
corporations.
||Often, the targets of this assault are commonsense environmental measures supported by broad popular majorities, and

the corporations claiming constitutional protections from these laws are giant multinationals. [Insert an example of a
proposal in your community].
||Corporations are trying to use concepts that were intended to protect vulnerable, marginalized individuals and groups in

the service of legal entities that wield incredible power and wealth. [Insert example of corporation using this argument
and information about its annual revenues, ownership or examples of its lobbying power].
||Corporations are not people, and we as citizens need to make it clear that we will fight back against attempts to prevent

our elected officials from protecting our health and our environment.
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Sample Letter to the Editor
Responding to arguments about viewpoint discrimination
as violation of First Amendment*
Dear Editor:
Rarely have we seen such a brazen attempt by a corporation to subvert the Constitution in service of
protecting profits as Exxon’s attempts to frame its misleading claims about the impacts of climate change on
its investors, consumers, and the broader public as free speech. In response to investigations by the New York
and Massachusetts attorney generals, the highest law enforcement officers of each state, Exxon has done the
unthinkable by filing complaints against the attorney generals on the grounds that the investigations violate the
corporation’s First Amendment rights.
Unfortunately, this argument is not unprecedented. It was deployed by the tobacco industry when they were
charged with fraud for deliberately misleading their customers about the dangers of smoking. The U.S. Court
of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit quickly dismissed that claim with a statement of fact that should have ended the
debate: “Of course it is well settled that the First Amendment does not protect fraud.”
Suppressing information known to the company about the economic risks from proposed regulations or
technological advances from shareholders, paying scientists or think tanks to muddy the waters of otherwise
clear scientific consensus about basic facts in an attempt to mislead consumers, and publishing information that
contradicts internal company analysis is not merely espousing an unpopular viewpoint. If proven, it may amount to
securities fraud, deceptive trade practices, or violation of any number of consumer protection laws.
One would think that conservative intellectuals would be among the loudest defenders of the necessity of
prohibiting fraud to ensure the integrity of otherwise free markets; instead conservative think tanks like the
Heritage Foundation have equated the investigations of Exxon’s questionable practices to the Spanish Inquisition.
Corporations are not people, and as citizens we need to make it clear that we will fight back against such cynical
and dangerous attacks by corporations and those who serve them on our most sacred constitutional rights.

*This template borrows from an excellent op-ed by former Yale Law School Dean, Robert Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/
opinions/exxonmobils-climate-change-smoke-screen/2016/06/24/2df8b29c-38c4-11e6-9ccd-d6005beac8b3_story.html
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Some Useful Quotes to Challenge
the New Corporate Campaign to
Misuse the Constitution
“I hope we shall crush in [its] birth the aristocracy of our monied corporations which dare already
to challenge our government to a trial of strength and bid defiance to the laws of our country.”
Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Tom Logan (Nov. 12, 1816), in 12 The Works of Thomas Jefferson 42, 44 (P. Ford ed. 1905).

“A corporation is an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of
law. Being the mere creature of law, it possesses only those properties which the charter of its
creation confers upon it.” Chief Justice Marshall, Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 17 U.S. 518, 636 (1819)
“The only rights [a corporation] can claim are the rights which are given to it in that character, not
the rights which belong to its members as citizens of a state.” Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 38 U.S. 519, 587 (1839).
“[I]ncorporated Companies with proper limitations and guards, may in particular cases,
be useful; but they are at best a necessary evil only.” James Madison, “To J.K. Paulding,” March 10, 1827,
in Gaillard Hunt, ed., The Writings of James Madison (New York: Putnam, 1900), Vol. 9.

“The true friend of property, the true conservative, is he who insists that property shall be
the servant and not the master of the commonwealth; who insists that the creature of man’s
making shall be the servant and not the master of the man who made it. The citizens of the
United States must effectively control the mighty commercial forces which they have called
into being.” Theodore Roosevelt, The New Nationalism (Aug. 31, 1910).
“[W]hat some have considered to be the principal function of the First Amendment, the use
of communication as a means of self-expression, self-realization, and self-fulfillment, is
not at all furthered by corporate speech. It is clear that the communications of profitmaking
corporations… do not represent a manifestation of individual freedom of choice.”
First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 804-05 (1978) (White, J., dissenting).

“The robust First Amendment freedom to associate belongs only to groups ‘engage[d] in
‘expressive association.’ The Campbell Soup Company does not exist to promote a message,
and ‘there is only minimal constitutional protection of the freedom of commercial
association.” Washington State Grange v. Washington State Republican Party, 552 U.S. 442, 467 (2008) (Scalia, J., dissenting)
citations omitted.

SOME USEFUL QUOTES TO CHALLENGE THE NEW CORPORATE CAMPAIGN TO MISUSE THE CONSTITUTION (CONTINUED)

“The Court insists that the rule it lays down is consistent even with the view that the First
Amendment is ‘primarily an instrument to enlighten public decisionmaking in a democracy.’
I had understood this view to relate to public decisionmaking as to political, social, and other
public issues, rather than the decision of a particular individual as to whether to purchase
one or another kind of shampoo. It is undoubtedly arguable that many people in the country
regard the choice of shampoo as just as important as who may be elected to local, state, or
national political office, but that does not automatically bring information about competing
shampoos within the protection of the First Amendment.” Virginia State Board of Pharm. v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748, 784 (1976) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

“For in a democracy, the economic is subordinate to the political, a lesson that our ancestors
learned long ago, and that our descendants will undoubtedly have to relearn many years hence.”
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York, 447 U.S. 557, 599 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

“The Framers thus took it as a given that corporations could be comprehensively regulated in
the service of the public welfare. Unlike our colleagues, they had little trouble distinguishing
corporations from human beings, and when they constitutionalized the right to free speech in
the First Amendment, it was the free speech of individual Americans that they had in mind.”
Citizens United, 558 U.S. 310, 428 (2010) (Stevens, J., dissenting).

“The corporate takeover of the First Amendment is at its heart the use by elite members of
society of specific legal tools to degrade the rule of law.” John Coates, Corporate Speech & The First
Amendment: History, Data, and Implications, 30 Const. Commentary 223, 269 (2015).
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